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Obeche

Species Name: Triplochiton scleroxylon

Country of Origin: Found most prolifically in tropical 

areas of West Africa as well as Central Africa, Obeche is 

common in Nigeria, Ghana, the Ivory Coast and 

Cameroon. The habitat that suits Obeche is lowland 

half-deciduous forests, disused cultivated ground and 

old secondary forests that have soil and weather 

conditions conducive to the growth of Obeche trees.

Woodshop’s Preferred Finish: Rustins Danish Oil

Durability: Non Durable (Less than 5 years)

Density: 390 Density (Kg/m³)

Uses: Interior joinery, furniture, picture frames, veneer, 

plywood, carvings, furniture, interior joinery projects, 

veneer, carvings, interior millwork.

Colour(s): The heartwood is typically pale yellow in 

colour and the variation between the sapwood and 

heartwood is not noticeable. The colours will darken as 

the wood matures.
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The Tree: Obeche are deciduous, fast growing trees usually around 65 - 100 

feet tall with a 3 - 5 foot trunk diameter. You can identify one of these trees 

by the smooth dark grey bark and distinctive leaves that have many 

protruding ‘finger-like’ points. They prefer moist, well-drained soils and 

cannot grow in the shade. 

Conservation Status: Listed in IUCN’s (International Union for Conservation 

of Nature) ‘Least Concern’ category.

The Timber: This West African hardwood is defined by its almost 

indistinguishable heartwood and sapwood colour di�erence, creamy to pale 

yellow colour and lightweight composition. It’s a relatively soft and 

non-durable wood with a fine texture and interlocking grain. Obeche also has 

an attractive natural lustre and is a very lightweight choice for woodworking.

Strength: Although lightweight, Obeche has a solid strength to weight ratio 

that you can rely on for the woodworking projects that this timber favours. It 

is also pretty stable but the sapwood can be susceptible to insect and fungal 

related damage so bear this in mind in the treatment and staining phase.

Working Qualities: Obeche is very easy to work with and its strong yet soft 

composition makes it the perfect choice for carving and similar detailed or 

artistic work. It will glue, stain and finish well and is stable when in use. When 

machining, the interlocking grain may cause some rough edges, but these 

can easily be sanded and smoothed away to create a desirable finish.


